Here is a brief selection of favorite, new and hard-to-find books, prepared for your journey. For your convenience, you may call (800) 342-2164 to order these books directly from Longitude, a specialty mail-order book service. To order online, and to get the latest, most comprehensive selection of books for your voyage, go directly to reading.longitudebooks.com/D926953.

**ESSENTIAL**

**Item EXGBR3296.** Buy these 4 items as a set for $60 including shipping. 15% off the retail price. With free shipping on anything else you order.

- **H.V. Morton, Jan Morris (Introduction)**
  **In Search of England**
  2002, PAPER, 274 PAGES, $16.00
  The much-beloved, enduring account of Morton's ramblings through the English countryside in the early days of the motorcar. Morton charmingly mixes a deep appreciation of the art, culture and history of the place with his own keen observations. (Item GBR368)

- **Lacey Baldwin Smith**
  **English History, Made Brief, Irreverent and Pleasurable**
  2007, PAPER, 262 PAGES, $17.95
  Smith serves up memorable chunks of English history with aplomb, spicing the tale with hilarious cartoons and profiles of the kings, queens and dunces who have led the nation. (Item GBR869)

- **Martin Garrett**
  **Oxford, A Cultural Guide**
  2015, PAPER, 224 PAGES, $17.00
  In this entertaining and brief guide to Oxford, Martin Garrett focuses on what makes Oxford -- Oxford. He takes readers from Oxford's days as an Anglo-Saxon outpost through the 20th century. (Item GRB250)

- **Michelin Travel Publications**
  **South East England, The Midlands and East Anglia Map**
  2012, MAP, PAGES, $11.95
  This regional map, at a scale of 1:400,000, covers South East England, including London and East Anglia. (Item GRB117)

**ALSO RECOMMENDED**

- **Caroline Mills**
  **Bradt Slow Travel Guide Cotswolds**
  2011, PAPER, 260 PAGES, $22.99
  Ideal for walkers and wanderers, cyclists and travelers who enjoy “taking it all in,” Bradt's Slow Guide to the Cotswolds is organized around its most scenic towns, with walking routes, maps and listings. (Item GRB6)

- **Louise Nicholson**
  **Fodor's London's 25 Best**
  2015, PAPER, 176 PAGES, $13.99
  This slim guide to London (with handy full-color maps) has everything you need to know for a short visit to the city. (Item GBR08)

- **John Elinger**
  **That Sweet City, Visions of Oxford**
  2013, PAPER, 224 PAGES, $20.00
  Linguist, knight and poet Elinger describes each of the selected sights on seven walks from city center into the countryside with pictures, poems, maps and commentary. (Item GBR136)

- **Carol Wallace, Gail MacCod**
  **To Marry an English Lord**
  2012, PAPER, 409 PAGES, $15.95
  Inspiration for the popular TV show, Downton Abbey, this book is social history at its liveliest and most accessible. (Item GBR83)

- **Kate Fox**
  **Watching the English**
  2014, PAPER, 583 PAGES, $19.95
  Fox's clever guide to the conversation, behavior, quirks, habits and foibles of the English is wildly popular back home in Britain. Second edition. (Item GBR927)
Bill Bryson

Notes from a Small Island
1997, PAPER, 324 PAGES, $15.99
A farewell walking tour of England by an American expatriate who has decided to return home after two decades. Like all of Bryson’s books, it’s full of rich conversations, humorous anecdotes and amusing interactions. (Item GBR16)

Fiona, Countess of Carnarvon

Lady Almina and the Real Downton Abbey, The Lost Legacy of Highclere Castle
2011, PAPER, 320 PAGES, $15.99
Drawing on a rich store of materials from the archives of Highclere Castle, including diaries, letters and photographs, the current Lady Carnarvon has written a transporting story of this fabled home on the brink of war. (Item GRB85)

Bruce Feiler

Looking for Class, Days and Nights at Oxford and Cambridge
2003, PAPER, 352 PAGES, $14.99
A witty, charming and astutely observed account of an American graduate student’s year spent in the halls of England’s most prestigious academic institutions. (Item GBR467)

Stephen Greenblatt

Will in the World, How Shakespeare Became Shakespeare
2016, PAPER, 448 PAGES, $16.95
This engrossing, vivid portrait makes inspired connections between Shakespeare’s life and work and the Elizabethan world that surrounded him. (Item GBR521)

John Keegan

Winston Churchill
2007, PAPER, 208 PAGES, $16.00

Andrew Dickson

Worlds Elsewhere, Journeys Around Shakespeare’s Globe
2016, HARD COVER, 512 PAGES, $35.00
Broadcaster Andrew Dickson explains how Shakespeare became (and remains) “the world’s favorite writer” as he travels to China, Germany, India, South Africa and the fictional worlds of the plays themselves. (Item GRB312)

Colin Dexter

The Jewel That Was Ours
1993, PAPER, 256 PAGES, $7.99
An Inspector Morse mystery, set among the Oxford literati and featuring a stolen jewel and a healthy dose of scandalous affairs. (Item GBR407)

William Shakespeare, Brett Gamboa (Contributor)

The Norton Shakespeare
2015, HARD COVER, 3536 PAGES, $94.50
Norton’s third edition of this massive, authoritative guide to Shakespeare is a valuable addition to any library. (Item GBR328)

J. P. Morrisey

Weekend at Blenheim
2003, PAPER, 320 PAGES, $21.99
The foul-tempered Duke of Marlborough, his young cousin Winston Churchill, the society painter John Singer Sargent, the duchess’s mother and American suffragette, Mrs. O.H.P. Belmont, Gladys Deacon, an American friend of the duchess and the enigmatic Catholic Monsignor Vay de Vaya all feature in this satisfying whodunit set at the magnificent Blenheim Palace in 1905. (Item GRB108)

Peter Marlow

The English Cathedral
2015, HARD COVER, 128 PAGES, $40.00
In this photographic tribute to each of England’s 42 Anglican cathedrals (including the great UNESCO World Heritage Sites in Durham and Canterbury) award-winning photographer Peter Marlow evokes the greatness and humbling power of each magnificent building. (Item GRB261)
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